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THEORY OF HYDROGENATION OF ETHYLENE 

ON METALLIC CATALYSTS 

II. Quantitative Determination of Characteristic 
Rate Functions ~ (8)'s of Constituent Steps 8's 

of the Associative Mechanism 

By 

Jura HORIUTI*) 

(Received December 3, 1959) 

Introduction 

It has been shown in Part 1') that experimental data of the catalyzed 
hydrogenation of ethylene 

C2H. + H2 = C2H 6 (I) 

in the presence of metallic catalyst and associated reactions are semiquantitatively 
reproduced on the basis of the associative mechanism2H*) 

In 
C2H. -~.C,H4(a) I II 

-~. C2HS(a) 1 III 
H2 ~ J H(a) J ---. C2H 6 

I H(a) . , ..••. 

(II) 

III terms of statistical-mechanical function ~(s)'s each characteristic of step 
s involved, i. e. I., Ib, II or III, where (a) denotes adsorbed states. The a:s
sociated reactions are deuterium exchange, patahydrogen conversion, equilibration 

P2 +D2 = 2PD (III) 
and so on in the course of hydrogenation, where P denotes protium. P and 
D will be represented by H and called hydrogen in what follows as in Part 1'). 
It was shown!) that the rate of deuterium exchange of ethylene or hydrogen 
respectively defined as 

(IV. E) (IV. H) 

1S not necessarily identical with but possibly different from each other during 

*) Research Institute for Catalysis. Hokkaido University. 
**) Associative mechanism means here simply the sequence of steps indicated by (II), 

without the rate-determining step being specified as in the original presentation {Ref. 2). 
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the progress of the catalyzed hydrogenation, unless there exists particularly a 
relation nEX + nH}T =0 as in cases of simple exchange, when neither the amounts 
of the exchange partners nor the total amounts of isotopes are changed, where 
n E or n H is the number of hydrogen atoms and X or Y the deuterium atomic 
fraction respectively in ethylene E or hydrogen H in gas. The rate of para
hydrogen conversion E" or that E' of equilibration is defined as 

where xl' is the mol fraction of parahydrogen, x:: its value at equilibrium of 
parahydrogen conversion of the hydrogen present and u = nPD 

/ n~ll is the fraction 
of the number nPD of PD molecules over its particular value n~ll at equilibrium 
of Pz + D2 = 2PD of the hydrogen present. 

The experimental data were reproduced by expressing the steady rate V, 
of the catalyzed hydrogenation as well as EE, E H

, E V and E' by ~(s)'s, which 
are each the forward rate of step s at the steady state of the overall reaction 
(I) multiplied by a factor a~(8'/al(S) of increase of the activity of the initial 
complex I(s) of step s from that aleS) at the steady state to that a!(S) at equilibria 
of all steps but s. Under the assumption of bare and homogeneous catalyst's 
surface, ~ (s) was statistical-mechanically expressed as a function of partial 

pressures of E and H and temperature, which function comprized the appropriate 
activation energy J*e(sJ as a unique adjustable parameter. By fitting J*E (s) 
to experiments or estimating it theoretically, the following experimental data 
were semiquantitatively reproduced!). 

1. Optimum temperature of the catalyzed hydrogenation and its variation 
with partial pressures')')5)'). 

2. The excess activation energy RTzalnEH/aT of the associated hydrogen 
exchange7)8 1 over that RTzaln Vs/aT of the catalyzed hydrogenation. 

3. The predominance of CPs in the initial product of catalyzed interaction 
of CzP, 

4. 
5. 

with D,9)10). 

Inhibition of the catalyzed equilibration Pz + D2 c 2PD by ethylene. 
Increase of the initial value of u with increase of temperature in the 

catalyzed interaction of CP, with Dz 8). 

The above theory has led on the other hand to tbe following predictions!). 

a. Kinetics of V., E H
, EE, E P and E q at different temperatures. 

b. Relation that 

Vsc-=EE/2> E"/2,= EP>(E~)Y~l/Z or EP=(E~)j'~1/2 > g/2= E H/2:-> V. 

respectively at temperature below or above the optimum referred to in 1. above, 
where E; is E-l at u=O. EE thus diverges fromEH at lower temperatures below 
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the optimum but coincides with EH above. 

c. No inhibition of equilibration by ethylene at temperatures above the 

optimum. 

It is the purpose of the present paper to fit the functions X"t (5) closer in 

with experiments by allowing for adsorption for a precise verification of the 
associative mechanism in terms of these functions. 

§ 1 General Procedure 

The general procedure developed in Part II) of deriving observable quantities 
III terms of ~(srs will first be reviewed below, so far as necessary for the 
present developements. 

The steady condition of the catalyzed hydrogenation is stated in accordance 
with Scheme (II) as 

Vs= v (s) -0 (s), s = la, Ib , II, III, (1. 1) 

where v (s) and v (s) are the forward and backward rates of step s. The v (s) 
and 0(s) are expressed generally as13)l8)l9) 

where I( (s) is the transmission coefficient, k or h the BOLTZMANN or PLANCK 

constant and T the absolute temperature; pi is the BOLTZMANN factor of the 
chemical potential fl. ~ or the reciprocal of the absolute activity a' of a group 0 

of particles inclusive of the initial complex I (s), the critical complex * (s) and 
the final complex F(s) of step s, l.e. 

pll_ exp( --- fl." jRT) , 

where R is the gas constant. 

~ (s)'s are now introduced III accordance with (1. 2) as 

v (s) = 'tf' (s)p!(·s) jpl(S) , 0 (s) = ~ (s)p:,8\jp F(Sl 

or defined as 

~(s) = I((s) kJ: p*<S)jp!(s) , 

(1. 3) 

(1. 4. v) (1. 4. tl) 

(1. 4. ~) 

where p!(s) is the particular value of pHS) at equilibria of all steps but s. ~ (s) 
differs from v(s) as seen from (1. 4) only by the factor pI(8ljp!') or a!(8)jaI,,, as 

mentioned in the introduction but reserves p*(S) appropriate to the steady state. 
It has been shown» on the basis of the above definitions that') 
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p!(l~)=pE, p!,Ih)=pH, p!,II) =pE (pH)!/Z , p!,III)=p'j>H, 

(1. 5. Ia), (1. 5. h), (1. 5. II), (1. 5. III) 

V (Ia) = ~ (Ia), v (I a) = r (CH,) ~ (Ia), (1. 6. I:) 

V (Ib) = ~ (Ib) , V (Ib) = r (HY~ (Ib) , 

v(II) = r(H)r(CzH.)~(II), v (II) = r(CHs)~(II), 

v(III)=r(H)r(CHs)~(III), V (III) = r~(III), 

(1. 6. Ib ) 

(1. 6. II) 

(1. 6. III) 

r(H) = (pH)!/Z, r(CHs) = p"-(PH)!/Z , 
pH(a) pC,H" a) 

(1. 7. CH,), (1. 7. H), (1. 7. CzHs) 

(1. 8. r) 

(1. 8. K) 

pE, rand pA are partial pressures of E, H and A respectively and those 
with suffix e their particular values at equilibrium of the reaction CH, + Hz,==CzH •. 

The steady condition (1.1) is now developed according to (1. 6), as 

=~(III)(r(H)r(CzH5) -F) . (1. 9) 

r is positive by definition and has the values 5 x 1O- z6 at 2000K and 2.7 x 10-' 
at 5000 K for po. = P' = pA:= 10 mmHg, monotonously increasing with tempera
ture, It follows in general from (1. 9)!' for r less than unity that V, is positive 
and that r(C2H,), 7(H) and 7 (CzHs) are all positive and less than unity, i. e. 

o<r(CH,), r(H) , r(C2Hs) < 1 , 

~ <~(s), s:=Ia, Ib , II, III, 
l-r 

(1. 10) 

(1. 11) 

and that V./(l-F) approaches ~~(r), if one ~(r) of ~(s)'s gets smaller than all 
other ~(s)'s and inverse.'''''''''''''''' ,. ... ,."., .. " .... ,' ........ ",,,,,(1.12) 

Step r is called the rate-determining step, when ~ (r) is sufficiently smaller than 
all other @(s),s. ~(s)'s defined above are written, according to (1. 4), in the form 

where 

~(s) = k(s)/p!(S) = k(s)a~(') , 

k(s) = K(S) kT p*(s) 
h 
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and 

(1. 13. a) 

The k(5) might be termed the appropriate rate constant, although not necessarily 
a constant, which is developed!)!3) as 

k (5) = IC (5) k T G*q*(8) (9 * h 6 s (0) , 
(1. 14) 

where (9"*(0) is the probability of a site ai for the critical complex *(5) of 

step 5 betng unoccupied or ready to accept *(5), q*(8) is the BoLTZMANN factor 
of the work 13*(8) required to bring up the constituents of *(5) from their 

respective standard states onto a definite site ai preliminarily evacuated, at the 
statistical-mechanical equilibrium of the whole system of a definite composition, 
1. e. 

q*(8) = exp( -e*(8 )/RT) (1. 15) 

and G* is the total number of a:"s present*). 
The 7(C2H,), 7(H) and 7(C2H 5) are according to (1. 7) the respective relative 

activities of C2H, (a), H (a) and C,H, (a) referred to the state at equilibria of 
C2H.(a)~E, H(a)<'o!i Hand C2H5(a)<=>E+! H**). 

The following two points will be remarked in connection with the above 
summary for the sake of the present application. 

(A) Eq. (1. 9) states that the relative values of ~(5)'S fix 7 (C2H.), 7(H) and 
7 (C,H5), hence those of v (5)'S and v (5)'S according to (1. 6). The relative values 
of v (5)' S and v (5)' S determine now those of V., EE, EH, E P and E q as seen from 
Eqs. (2.2), (4.5), (4.8), (5.8) and (6.2) of Part II). The relative values of the 
rates of evolution of different deuterosubstitution products of E, H and A are 
also fixed by those of ~(5)'S as shown in §7. 

Conversely, the relative magnitudes of ~ (5) are determined purely experi
mentally from those of any four of the above observable quantities, which are 

*) The expression p*(8)=G*q·r.Y @o,i(0) or (1.14) of k(s) is valid in the case when all ot's 

are physically identical with each other; otherwise p*;8) or k (s) must be the sum of 
contributions of the groups each of physically identical oi's. If the c9.talyst's surface 
consists of lattice planes (Ref. 15), these groups are discrete in their properties and one 
of them may be predominant in contribution to p*.8\ as if it were the sole one 
existing. We will call such catalyst's surface as providing every adsorptive inclusive 
of * (s) practically with physically identical sites of adsorption, simply homogeneous. 
The e·"·8) in (1.15) will be taken constant independent of temperature in the absence 
of interaction between *(s) and surrounding adsorptives, neglecting the excited states 
on account of appreciably high vibrational frequencies due to a narr.ow space of 
molecular dimension, in which * (s) is confined. 

**) Note that pI (8)=r(S) for every step in equilibrium according to (1. 3). 
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given as independent functions of ~ (s)'s. Absolute values of the four decide 
!R' (s)'s absolutely of course. 

(B) !fi:(s)'s are in general affected by adsorption and in consequence vary 
with the relative activities r(C,R), r(H) and r(C2H s) of the adsorbed inter
mediates at the steady state in accordance with (1. 13.~), (1. 14) and (1. 15), 
inasmuch as 8"*(0) varies with the activities of adsorbed intermediates and E*(8)'S, 

8 

too, through the interaction of * (s) with them. Systematic data of V" EE etc. 
provide, according to (A) above, the knowledge of ~(s)'s as functions of r(C 2H.) 
etc. besides of partial pressures and temperature, which might lead us to the 
laws governing the individual constituents s's of the overall reaction, although 
our present experimental knowledges are far from sufficient in this regard. 

§ 2. Approximate Form of ~ (.'1)'s in the Absence 
of Adsorption 

!R: (s)'s in the absence of adsorption have been recasted!) into a form A· 
exp(-B/RT)·P, where A and B are constants and P the product of powers 
of p E and pH in mm Hg, for the sake of an expedient analysis, as 

~(I ) = P(L) -- exp ----"- \ pE (L1*e(I )' 
a "Q~ RT ), 

where 

kT P (s) = K (s) . --" eG*(8)8 . h ";(0)' 

L1*c (II) -.= E*(II) + RTK - E E-1/2. EH. 

L1*c:(III) = r:.*GIIJ+RTN_EE __ EH
, 

(2.1. U 

(2. 1. Iu) 

(2. 1. II) 

(2. 1. III) 

(2.2) 

(2.3. II) 

(2.3. III) 

(2. 4. E), (2. 4. H) 

E~ or E~ is the energy of the ground state per mol of the respective gas, EE 
or EH its partial molar enthalpy by definition at TN i.e. a certain medium 

temperature over the range of temperature in question. 8":(0) in (2.2) is unity 
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absence of adsorption. The P (s)'s are common to all s's, provided' that 
8 0*(0/s and /((s)'s are so respectively. Q~ or Q~ IS defined as 

s 

QE _ ... _ kTK 'QE(T) QH ._-_ .k7~ 7 / 2QH(T.) p -----, e 0 ~,p e 0 ~ 

1333 1333 
(2. 5. E), (2. 5. H) 

In mmHg, where Q~(TN) or Q~(TN) is the particular value at T = T, .... of Q~ 
or Q~ defined as*) 

E~. (2rrm EkT)32 
QQ-- --·~-h3--

8rr'(27CI"kT)3/2 '2 f (1i);7.·)1-' 
-----~. n 1- exp .~ .. -

sEh 3 j~' l RT I ' 
(2.6. E) 

H __ (21rmHkT)3!2 8rr2rkT 
Q" -----h.'----.- -- sHh2 - , (2.6. H) 

mE or mH and SE or SH are the mass and the symmetry number of the molecule 
E or H, r the moment of inertia of H, I" the geometric mean of the three 
principal moments of inertia lL~' 1~ and 1~ of E and );j the frequency of j-th 
normal vibration of E. 

The pE and pH of (1. 3) are given')'3l as 

pE = QE/NE, pH.=: QH/NH , (2. 7. E), (2. 7. H) 

where N E or N H is the concentration of E or Hand 

QE = Q~ exp (- E ~/RT), QHc: Q~exp( -E~/RT), (2. 8. E), (2. 8. H) 

or approximately as 

po =Q~exp(-EE/RT)/P", r0-=Q~exp(-EH/RT)/PH, (2.9. E), (2.9. H) 

which are of the form Aexp(-B/RT)·P, too, and exactly reproduce (2.7) 
at T K • Numerical values of Q~ and Q7, are worked out according to (2.5) and 
(2.6) for T~ of 100·C as**) 

Q~ =- 3.939 X 1014 mmHg, Q~ ,-= 1.057 X 1010 mmHg. (2.10. E), (2.10. H) 

The In!ft (s)'s are respectively linear functions of l/T according to (2.1), 
which intercept the height In P (IJP"/Q~ etc. at the ordinate l/T=, O. It has 
been concluded on their basis in Part 1') from the strict proportionality of Vs to 

,,) The vibration'll partition function makes a slight difference in the case of ethylene 
but none practically in the case of hydrogen. The vibrational partition function 
of ethylene was left out by mistake in Eqs. (1l.4.E), 113.2.E) and (13.7. E) of Part I 
(Ref. 1). whereas correctly included in the numerical values of Eq. (13. 7.E) there. 

"*) Basic data are h=6.6252XlO- 27 erg. sec .. k=1.3804XI0- '6 erg/deg. T(O°C) = 273.15°K, ]H 

=0.4602)~ 10- 40 cm2gm!Ref.16), [1 =33.85 x 10·'0 cm'gm(ib.), I~=28.08 x 10-'0 cm2gm (ib.), 

]~ =5.752 )(10-'0 cm'gm (11).) and vibrational frequencies given in Ref. 17. 
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r at PE=0.03 mmHg as observed by ZUR STRASSEN3
) that either 10 or III 

must be the rate-determining step in accordance with the equation *) 

1-r _ 1 + 1 --v.-- - ~ (Ib) ~ (III) . 
(2.11) 

The observed In VB increases or decreases with increases of liT approximately 
linearly at higher or lower temperatures of observation attaining a maximum 
intermediately. It follows that, noting negligibly small r compared with unity**\ 
either of ~ (Ib) and ~ (III) is alternatively smaller than the other, so that the 
reciprocal of the smaller one is predominant on the right of (2.11), hence the 
straight lines of In ~ (Ib) and In ~ (III) versus l/T intersect each other in the 
neighbourhood of the optimum. Putting ~ (Ib) and ~ (III) equal to each other 
at the temperature Tx of the intersection, we have from (2.1) and (2.10. E) 

J*e (Ib)-J*e (III)=RTx In Q~/PE = 24.6 kcal , (2. 12) 

identifying Tx with the optimum temperature ca. 60°C of the zur Starssen's 
experiment, where pE = 0.03 mmHg. 

This amounts more than twice as large as the corresponding experimental 
value ca. 10 kcal deduced, in accordance with (2. 11), as the excess of the in

clination of In Vs against -l/RT at lower temperature over that at higher 
temperature. This discrepancy indicates that the linear form (2.1) of In ~(s) 
against liT based on the assumption of absence of adsorption is too crude 
quantitatively to account for the experimental results. 

We proceed in subsequent sections to determine ~ (s)'s allowing for the 
adsorption. 

§ 3. The Effect of Adsorption 

The linear form (2. 1) of In ~ (s)'s versus liT rests upon the assumption 
of absence of adsorption besides those of homogeneous catalyst's surface***) and 
of negligible probability of excited states of the critical complex as mentioned 

in the foregoing section. 
Adsorption varies the rate constant k(s) according to (1.14) by diminishing 

Ba;,o) and by changing e *(8) or q*(8) in accordance with (1.15) through the 

interaction of adsorptives with *(s). It may be noted with regard to the latter 
effect of adsorption that the coverage of hydrogen at adsorption equilibrium, 

even appreciably lower than unity, varies extraordinarily slowly with hydrogen 
pressurell

)14) and temperature12
)l4) compared especially with in the case of ethylene. 

*) Cf. (1. 12). 
**) Cf. § 1. 

*** ) Cf. footnote *) on p. 167. 
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The latter result is only explicable, under the assumption of homogeneous 
catalyst's surface*\ by admitting an extraordinarily strong repulsive interactions 
between adsorbed hydrogen atoms"). 

Coverage 0 of dissociative adsorption of hydrogen is expressed statistical-mechanically 

(3.1) 

where qH(a) is, similarly as q*cs) defined by (1.15), the BOLTZMANN factor of the work eH(a) 

required to bring up H!a) onto a definite, preliminarily evacuated site a at the statistical

mech~nical equilibrium of the whole system of a definite composition***\ i.e. 

qH(a) = exp (_,,,HCa)/ RT) . (3.2) 

Eliminating pH, pH(a) and qH(a) from (1. 7. H), (2.9. H), 13.1) and (3.2), we have 

{} 1 RT P""' 
RTln ---+e:H(a)- - e:H=--ln --- +RTln r(H) (3.3) 

1-{} 2 2 Q; , 
where the second term on the right vanishes at equilibrium of chemisorption of H, when 
r (H) = 1 by (1. 3) and (1. 7. H). 

Differentiating the above equation with respect to Tor P', i. e. 

(3.4) 

assuming that eH(a) is a function solely of {}, we have 

--- = - In --- +-- In _'_' ------+ -- RT ( 
ao) f {} 1 QH 1/ f 1 d.H(a)/ \ 

a InT P' l 1-{} 2 P' f t{}(1-0) dq I 
(3.5.T) 

or 

( 
ao ) 1 f 1 doHcal/ 1-' -a~-[J/, r=zl {}(1-0)+----do RTJ . (3.5.P) 

The differential coefficients (a{}/a In T)p' and (00/0 In P')r are determined severally from ad

sorption isotherms of hydrogen on evaporated tungsten film") observed at different tempera

tures, where P'=P""' by (3.4), as (a{}/alnT)r-=-O.235 and (ao/alnP')r=1.26x10- 2 at O°C, P'= 

P'=5x10·'mmHg and 0=0.725, from which we have according to (3.5.T) and (3.5.P) re-

spectively 

de:H(a) / d{}=59 RT and deH(a) /d{}=35 RT. 

These values are of the same order of magnitude, unanimously showing an extraordinarily 

strong repulsive interactions, which diminishes both (an/a In TJp· and (a{}/a In P)r ca. tenfold 

from those in its absence as seen from (3.5). 

The strong repulsive interaction between H(a)'s should necessarily accompany 
the increase of e*Ob) with increase of their coverage, since the potential of *(Ib ) 

due to interactions with surrounding H (ars is, in zeroth order approximation, 

*) Cf. footnote *) on p. 167. 
**) Cf. Eq. (5.1) of Ref. 13. 

***) Cf. §2 of Ref. 13. 
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the sum of those of individual constituent hydrogen atoms of * (Ib)*)15'. This 
effect may vary J*E (h)-J*E (III) along with the change of {} in accordance 
with (2.3), provided that H(a)'s affect E~"III) differently from Et(Ih\ which is quite 

probable because of a good deal of compensation of the repulsion by VAN DER 

WAALS' attraction expected in the former case from a larger polarizability of 
a larger critical complex of * (III) composed of C,H,. (a) and H (a). 

The effect of H(a) upon the difference J*e(Ib)-J*.=(III) of the activation 
energy through e 0*(0) may be neglected, since 8 0 *(0) of Ib and that of III 

cancel each other i~ the expression RT'a {In ~ (Ib)/~ (III)} faT of the difference 
of the activation energies, if a;'s both for *(Ib) and * (III) are identical with 
each other, or even different, contribute to the difference only insignificantly, 
provided that () is not very near unity**l. 

§ 4. Explanation of Experimental Results 

We have seen in § 2 that J* E (IiJ) - J* E (III) deduced from the experimental 
result') is appreciably lower than that expected from the simple theory not 
allowed for .Adsorption and in § 3 that H(a) could increase J*E(Ib) preferentially 
by repulsive interactions. We will show below that the above experimental 
result is accounted for by considering the latter preferential repulsive interactions 
alone, irrespective of other effects of adsorptives. 

The In ~ (h)o in Fig. 1 shows the value t)f In ~ (Ib), which would be 
observed in the abence of H (a), by an almost horizontal straight line in accordance 
with the experimental resultsZO)'l) referred to in Part Pl, that the activation energy 
of hydrogen adsorption on a bare nickel surface is almost zero. The broken 
line In ~(Ib)x shows that in the case of constant .=*'Io\ hence of constant J*E(Ib)' 
which intersects the straight line of In ~ (III) at T= T x- The In ~ (Ib)x is a 
straight line because of constant J* E (Ib) and passes through the same point at 
l/T --0 as In ~ (h)o does. The constant value of J* E.(.lb) - J* 10 (III) is necessarily 
that given by (2.12). 

The E*(Ih) or J*.=(Ib) may however increase with increase of temperature, 
in so far as the rate-determining ~tep switches from h to III***). For, 7(H)' 
approaches r or unity by (1. 9) and (1. 12) according as Ib or III governs the 

*) See, for instance, H. EYRING, J. W AI.TER and G. E. KIMBALL, "Qu'lntum Chemistry" 
New York (1949), p.232 or L. PAULING and E. B. WILSON, Jr. "Introduction to 
Quantum Mechanics" New York (1935), p. 366. 

*.*) The fYo*(O)'s are given approximately by (1-0)", where n is the number of sites 
8 

o's of adsorption of H(a)'s constituting a;'s, provided that H(a)'s are the only 
adsorptives. 

*"*) Cf. §2. 
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/nR(Jb)J<. 
----------------------------~--------

1 

Fig. 1. Effect of repulsive interaction of R(a)'s with *(Ib) on 9'l'llb). 

rate, so that it increases with temperature across the switch to increase (} 
according to (3.4) and (3.5. P) possibly overcoming the decreasing effect on (} 

of temperature*l. 
The full line In S"r (I b) shows now the course of variation of ~ (Ib) with 

liT in the case when E*<Ih1 or J*E(Ib) increases with increase of temperature 

in accordance with the above consideration to depress ~ (Ib) by (2.1. I b) more 

and more with increase of temperature, resulting in a lower rate of tempera
ture increase of r,: (Ib) compared with that in the case of constant J*6(Ib) of 

:n: (Ib)x. The production of the tangent to In S"r (Ib) at the intersection, shown 
by a chain line in Fig. 1, should pass through a point on the ordinate 1IT=O 
lower than that of In S"r (Ib)o or of In ~(Ib)x. 

The coverage of H(a)'s and in consequence J*E(Ib) can not however increase 

with temperature without limit. Since PH/Q';, is extremely small compared with 

unity**), (} should ultimately vanish practically at higher temperature by (3.3) 
even for r (H) = 1. The In ~ (Ib) should in consequence deviate upwards from 

") The (a(J/a In T)p' is negative by (3.5. T) on account of a huge number of Q';,/P' as 

seen from (2.10. H). (3.4) and (1.10). in so far as (J is as large as to affect $*(Ib) or 
J*s (Ib). 

**) PH/Q~ is of the order of magnitude of 10- 12 for P"'=O.03 mmRg by (2.10. H). 
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the production toward In !ff (Ib)o and pass through the same point at 1/T= 0 as 
In !R (h)o or In!R (Ib)x as shown in Fig.1. 

This situation is allowed for in the first approximation by an additional 
potential U, which increases with increase of temperature in the neighbourhood 
of the intersection, as 

U= Uo(1+aT), (4.1. U) 

where both Uo and a are positive constants. We have now according to (2.1. Ib) 

ffl!(Ib):C P(h) exp ( - ai{o) ~ exp (- .1*€ ~~+ Uo ) , (4.1. ffl!) 

where .1*s (Ib)o is the particular value of .1*€ (Ib) in the absence of adsorptives 
i. e. that relevant to ~ (Ib)o. Eq. (4. 1. ~) shows that the intersection of In ~ (Ib) 
with the ordinate l/T=O is lowered by aUo/R from that of In ~(Ib)o or of 
In ~(Ib)x. 

The low value of .1*E (Ib)-.1*e: (III) as deduced from experiment is now 
aCt ,:mnted for by expressing the similar increment U' of € *( III) or of .1* s (III) 
due to the interactions as 

U' = Ub(l +aT) (4.2. U) 

in accordance with a plausible assumption that U/ U' remains constant irrespective 
of the amount of coverage, hence of temperature, where U; is a constant specific 
to * (III). Eq. (2. 1. III) is now 

~(III)-P(III)exp -._-_. - - exp -.-------_ (a Ub) pE F' (.1* s (III)o + U6) 
R Q~ Q~ RT' 

(4. 2.~) 

where .1*€ (III)a is a particular value of .1*s (III) in the absence of adsorptives. 
Equating ~ (Ib) to ~ (III) at T= Tx and P (Ib) to P (III), we have from (4. 1. ~) 
and (4. 2.~) 

RTx In Q~/PE_ aTx( 00- U6) = (.1*e (Ib)a + Ua)-(.1*s (III)o + Ub) . (4.3) 

We see from (4. 1. ~), (4. 2.~) and (4.3) that the excess of the activation 
energy RT2 aln~ (Ib)/aT:= .1*s (Ib)o + 00 of Ib over that RT2 aln~ (III)/aT = 
.1* s (III)o + Ut of III is given, if a:-=. 0 or Uo=Ub, i. e. if the additional critical 
energy increments do not vary with temperature or identical with each other, 
by RTxln QE/PE or 24.6 kcal in accordance with (2.12). Since the right-hand 
side of (4.3) is only ca. 10 kcal by experiment as mentioned in § 2, the second 
term on the left should amount to ca. IS kcal or, according to (4. 1. U) and 
(4.2. U), U must be considerably greater than U'. 
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§ 5. General Procedure of Adjusting ~'(sl's 

Experimental results were shown in § 4 to be in accordance with what 
was expected in § 3 from an appreciable repulsive interaction, which is com
pensated to a greater extent in the case of * (III) on account of its larger 
polarizability than that of *(IbL On the same ground we might expect that 
U of * (Ib) outweighs those of * (Ia) and * (II), which are respectively composed 
of I(I.)==E and I(II)==G.H.(a)+H(a). We see further from (4.1) and (4.2) 
that the relative magnitude of ~ (Ib) and ~ (III) affected by H(a)'s are correctly 
given by increasing J*e (Ib) alone by U- U', treating J*€ (III) as if unaffected. 
The relative magnitudes of ~ (s)'s, which fix those of VB) EE, E:~, Eli, E1 and 

of rates of evolution of different deuteroethylenes and deuteroethanes according 
to § 1, (A) and § 7, are now corr~ctly obtained by increasing J*e (Ib) alone 
properly, provided that the differences between U' and the corresponding ones 
of ~ (Ia) and ~ (II) as well as the effects of other adsorptives are negligible. 

We proceed now in accordance with the above consideration, a step further 
from the previous approximation of neglecting the effect of adsorptives alto
gether, to allow for the repulsive interactions of * (Ib) with H (al's alone. The 
J* e (Ib)o + Ua will be denoted simply by Ua or Uo taken to include J* € (Ib)o, a 
being appropriately changed, and P(s)'s will be identified with a common value 
P. Eq. (4. 1.~) is thus rewritten as 

~(Ib)=P :;;, exp ( - Uo(~~aT)). (5.1) 

The values of Uo, a and J*€ (III) are thus adjusted to the experimental 
results of ZUR STRASSEN in § 6 in accordance with (2. 11), (5. 1) and (2. 1. III). 
The experimental results are found very closely fitted in with by respectively 
constant values of U, a and J* e (III) over the whole ranges of temperature 
and of hydrogen partial pressure of a few hundredths mmHg at a constant 
partial pressure 0.03 mmHg of ethylene of the experiment. 

The value of Uo thus determined may be more or less different from its 
value appropriate to the range of partial pressures around 10 mmHg, which we 
will be later mainly concerned with, on account of a difference in the activity of 
H(a). Since there exist no sufficient experimental data to decide the relevant 
value in the latter case, we proceed to reserve the value Uo determined as above 
and to fit a alone to the relative values of ~ (s)'s deduced from the experiments 
of TURKEVICH, SCHISSLER and IRSA') in the latter range of partial pressures. 

The v (III) will be neglected throughout compared with v (III), as shown 
valid later in § 8 and the isotopic difference of rates ignored throughout. 
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§ 6. Adjusting of ~ (Ib) 

Substituting ~ (Ib) from (5. 1) and ~ (III) from (2.1. III) into (2. 11) identifying 
P (III) with P and neglecting r compared with unity, we have 

~s- = /}~ exp ( %;,) + ftc;:. (~*;CJ}IL) , (6. 1. ~) 
where 

i= exp (-aUoIR). (6.1./) 

Rewriting the above equation as 

log fpH_ g~,Q~, exp (' L/*E(III))l = log Q~+ __ u,____ (6.2) 
l Vs PP" RT J Pi 2.30RT 

and substituting (--d In rldt) 1 observed by ZUR STRASSEN3
) for rlVs in the 
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Fig. 2. The line'lr relation of Eq. (6.2) fitted to the 
experimental result of ZUR STRASSEN 3

). 
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above equation regarding P as an appropriate constant, where t is time, Q~Q;lpp>l 
and J*s (III) were varied until a linear relation was attained between its left
hand side and liT as shown in Fig. 2. Constants are thus determined as*' 

Uo = 6.21 kcal, 

J*s (III) = -5.00 kcal, 

aUo = 39.6 cal deg- 1
, 

Tx = 329°K. 

§ 7. Adjusting of ~(s)'s to Evolution Rates 
of Deuterocompounds 

(6.3.Iil) 

(6.3. III) 

(6.4. a) 

(6. 4. T) 

The method of adjusting @(5)'S to observed evolution rates of deutero
substitution products will be discussed in general in this section before applied 
particularly in § 8 to the observation of TURKEVICH et al. 9

'. 

Unidirectional evolution rates V\ VHm and VA" respectively of l-, m- and 
n·deuterosubstitution products, i. e. E., Hm and An of E, H and A are given 
in accordance with Scheme (II) and the assumption of neglecting isotopic 
difference of rates**) as 

VEl = .r/v (I • .), l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 

?I 
VHm::c, ----":'-"-------y;-my;"v(Ib), m = 0, 1,2, 

(2 -m)!m! 

VAn= (Y 1Zn- 1 + Yozn) v (III), n=O,· -·,6, 

(7.1. E) 

(7.1. H) 

(7.1. A) 

where Xl is the fraction of C,P._IDI(a) over whole C 2H.(a), Yo orYl the atomic 
fraction of P (a) or D (a) in H (a) and Zn that of CP5nDn(a) over whole CZH5(a). 
It follows from the definitions that 

(7. 2. x), (7. 2. z) 
• 5 

L: Xl = 1 'va + 111 = 1, L: z" = 1 . (7.3. X), (7. 3. y), (7.3. z) 
l-=o n=O 

The unidirectional evolution rates VEl for l = 1, 2, 3, 4, VHm for m = 0, 1 

and VAn for n ~-c:: 0, .. , 6 are directly observable at the initial stage of catalyzed 

reaction of C 2P. and D 2 • 

It is shown below that fractions x/s, Ym's and zn's at the steady state are 

*) Tx is obtained by putting first and second term of (6.1. §'f), which express 1/§'f lIb) and 
l/§'fIIII) respectively, equal to each other at T=Tx and PE=0.03 mmHg in accordance 
with the experimental condition of ZUR STRASSEN (Ref. 3) with reference to (6.3), 
(6.4. a), (6. 1.f) and (2.10. E). 

**) Cf. § 5. 
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fixed by the relative values of iJ(s)'s and v(s)'s, hence according to (7.1) and 
§ 1, (A), the relative values of evolution rates are determined by those of ~ (s)'s 
and conversely that the latters are decided from four observations of relative 
evolution rates of deuterocompounds, which are independent functions of ~ (s)'s. 

The steady condition for adsorptives C2P.- I D I (a), D(a), P(a) and C2Ps - nDn (a) 
are respectively stated as below according to (II), admitting that deuterium atoms 
in C,H, (a) are distributed with equal chance over the four hydrogen atoms 
comprised as warranted in the present case, where E implies initially no deuterium. 

l=O, ",,4, (7.4. E) 

(7.4. D) 

*) Eq. (7.4. E) is derived as follows. The first or the fourth term gives the rate of 
supply of C2P.-1D,(a) by the forward act of L or the backward one of II and the 
second or the third term its los3 by the backward act of L or the forward one of 
II respectively. C2P.-IDz(a) is now supplied by the backward act of II either from 
C2Ps -IDz(a) by releasing Pia) lC'lse A) or from C2P, (l f nDI+da) by giving off D(a) 
(case B). 

C2Ps-IPz!a) in case A is now formed, in accordance with the neglect of ;:(III), ex
clusively either by the combination of D(a) and C2P 4 ·U .. I1DI-da) (case AD) or by that 
of Pia) and C2P4 -IDl!a) (case Ap) in the forward act of II. The fractions of C2P,-IDI 
respectively of cases AD and Ap over whole C2B, (a) are Y,x, _, and Yo X, respectively. 
The overall rate of C2Ps-ID,(a) of case AD releasing B(a) is hence Y,x1 .. ,,.!II), of which 
the part of giving off Pta) is now alone in question. Since one of the three hydrogen 
atoms on the methyl group is deuterium picked up in the forward act of II in this 
case, the P(a) must be released from the other two hydrogen atoms originating from 

C2P.-(1-1)DI-da). The probability of one of the two being protium is 1_!:1, while 

that of either of the two being released in the backward act of II is 2/3. It follows 
that the rate of C2Ps -IDI (a) of case AD releasing Pta) in the backward act of II is 

(1_i.:1) '2/3'y,x l _,r(II) as given by the first term in the brace of (7.4.E). 

In case Ap one of the three hydrogen atoms on the methyl group of C2Ps- ID,(a) is 
originating from Pia) and two others are from C2P.- IDI (a), hence of deuterium atomic 
fraction l/4. The rate of C2Ps-1 Dz(a) in this case releasing Pta) by the backward act 
of II is inconsequence {l/3+(1-1/4)·2/3}Yox ,r(II), the first or the second term in the 
parentheses { } corresponding to the rate of P (a) being released from the one 
originating in Pia) or from the other two in C2P4 -1Dt!a). 

Similar consideration gives for case B the rates (1/3 +l/4 ,2/3) y, XIV (II) and 
(l+1)/4'2/3'Yox1+1r(II) of C2P S-(1+1)DI+da) respectively originating from D(a) + 
C2P'-IDz!a) and P(a)+C2P.-(1+1)Dln(a) to yield C2P 4-IDz!a) by releasing D(a). 
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2(1- Y)v(!t,)-2Yov(h)-Yov(II) +2(1-::;) +?t.£v(II)-yov(III)= 0, (7.4. P) 

{Y1Xn- 1 +Yoxn}7;(II)--znv (II)-z,;u(III) = 0, n=O, ",5, (7.4. A) 

where Xl is the fraction of El over whole E and x the atomic fraction of 

deuterium in C2H, (a), which satisfy the equations by definition . , . 
I: Xl = 1, X= I:lXz/4, X= J:,lx l /4. (7.5. E), (7.5 X), (7.5. x) 
1=0 l-=l 1-=1 

We have by summing up five equations of (7.4. E) respectively for l = 
0,',4, referring to (7. Lr), (7.3.x), (7.3. y J and (7.5.E), 

v (l,.)-v (Ia)--v(lI) + T (II) = () , (7.6. E) 

which states the overall steady condition for C,H. (a). Similar overall steady 
condition is derived for H (a) by adding (7.4. D) to (7.4.:?) referring to (7. 3.y) 

or for C,H,(a) by summing up (7.4.A) for n=0,···,5, remembering (7.2.x) and 

(7.3), as 

(7.6. H) 

or 

v(lI) v (Il)-v(III) --=c O. (7.6.A) 

Eqs. (7.6) are however direct conclusions of the steady condition (1.1), to which 
v(s)'s and v(s)'s are essentially subject*". 

It follows that only 13 equations out of 16 ones of (7. 3) and (7. 4) are 

independent on account of (7.6), for 13 unknowns, i. e. x/s (l=0, ···,4), yO) Yl 

and z,,'s (n=O, ···,51. These unknowns are decided by the relative magnitudes 
of v(s)'s and v(s)'s, inasmuch as the above independent equations are homo
geneous with respect to the latters. The relative magnitudes of v(s)'s and v(s)'s 
fix in consequence those of Vel'S, VHn's and VAn's according to (7.1) on the 

one hand and are themselves fixed by the relative magnitudes of !fr (s)'s as stated 
in § 1,(A) on the other hand. Consequently, observable relative magnitudes 
of four evolution rates of deuterocompounds are sufficient to decide those of 
four ~ (s)'s as exemplified in the next section. 

§ 8. Adjusting of ~(s) 's to the Experimental Results 
of TURKEVICH et al.9

) 

TURKEVICH et ai. 9
) allowed light ethylene and pure deuterium gas respectively 

*) Eq. (1. 1) is developed, r (III) being neglected, as 

v (Ia) - r (Ia) = 7: (Ib)-v (h) = v (II) - 11 (II) = v (III) 

from which (7.6) readily follows. 
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of initial pressures of 10 and 20 mmHg to react at 90"C in the presence of 
nickel wire as catalyst and followed the relative amounts of evolution of different 
deuteroethylenes and deuteroethanes, and of the overall hydrogenation simultane
ously with time. The relative initial evolution rates of deuterocompounds and 
overall hydrogenation are determined from their results as 

VA, : VA, : VA, : VAn'») = 1 : 0.94 : 0.22 : 0 (8.1. A) 

and 

Vs: V E
, : VEI(>l) = 1 : 2.50 : 0 , (8.1. E) 

where 

(8.1. V) 
n=l 

It IS deduced from the above data according to § 7 that 

~ (Ia) : ~ (Ib) : !Q (II) : ~ (III) = 00 : 1 : 10.26 : 1.295 , (8. 2) 

from which aUo and J*E(II) are evaluated by (5.1), (2. 1. II) , (2.1. III) and 
(2.10. H), identifying p(s)'s with P, as 

aU" = 31.8 cal deg- ' , J*c(II) = 0.757 kcal. (8. :-l. a), (8. 3. II) 

We have, multiplying (7.4.Ei by t, summing up the product from l=1 to l=4 and re

ferring to (7. 3. x), (7.3.y) and (7.5.x), '-4xli(Ia)-4xvrIIi+-{~ y, +-!i-x} ,.iII)=O, noting th'lt 

Xo=1 and X,=X,=X3 =X,=O at the initial experimentll condition of TUJ~KEVICH et al. 9
) 

or eliminating v (Ial +- /3 ill) from the above equation and (7.6. E) 

(8.4. E) 

Eqs. (7.4. D) and (7.6. HI give, on the other hand, on elimination of 2v rl!,)t-ij ill) +- /3 (III) from 

them noting that Y = 1 at the experimental condition in question, 

3 (1--y,10 (Ib) +-(X-lhl" (II) = O. (S.4.H) 

We have further eliminating to (IIi +-i: (III) from (7.4. A) and (7.6. AI, 

(8.4.A) 

noting that 0(II»O, in so far as the steady reaction of the rate villi-ViII) should proceed 

at all in accordlnce with (1. 1). 

The relative magnitudes of v('l)'s and 1: (8)'S, and hence those of ~(s)'s are now deduced 
below from the experimental results (8.1) by (8.4). VA" and VA, are expressed by ('1.1. A) 

and (7.2. z) respectively as 

VA, = yozov (III) , VA, = (YlZ2 +-YOZ3) V (III) , 

which is respectively different from or equal to zero according to (8.1. A). It follows that 

neither Yo nor Zo shJuld vanis:l, while both y,zz and YOZ3 must be zero, hence either or both 

of y, and z, must be zet'O. If y, = 0, we have on the one hand from (8.4. E) 

x (6v (Ia) +1: (II)) = 0 

or by (7.5. x) 
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x = x, = X2 = X3 = X, = 0 

and on the other h3.nd from (S. 4. A) and (7. 3. y) 

Xn = Zn, n = 0, "',4. 

It follows from the above two equations that Zn (n = 1, 2,3,4) should individually vanish and 

in consequence, according to (7.1. A) that VA, and VA, must be zero, which is contradictory 

to the experimental result (S. 1. A). 

The y, as well as Yo must in consequence be different from zero. It follows now ·from 

(7. 1. A) for n = 3,4,5 and the experimental result (S. 1. A), that 

Z2 = Z3 = Z, = Zs = 0 , (S.5.z). 

hence from (S. 4. A) 

X, = X2 = X3 = X, = 0 (S.5.x) 

or according to 17.3. XI and 17.5. x) 

Xo = 1, X = O. (S. 6. a), (S. 6. b) 

We have now from :J. 2. xl, (S. 4. A), (S. 5. x) and is. 6. a) 

Yo = Zo , 

hence from (7.1. AI with reference to 17.2. z) and is.5. z) 

VAo = y:i; rIll), VA, = 2Yoy:cIIII) , VA, = y; I IIII! , (S.7) 

which give, by comparison with the experimental result (S.l. A), remembering (7.3. Y), 

y, = 0.320. is. S) 

The relative magnitude of v rII) tOl! lIb) is determined by (S. 4. H), (S. 6. b) and (S. S) as 

fill) =3J1-YI)~ilb) = 6.38 V (lb) • (S.9) 
Y, 

We have on the other hand from i7. 4. E! for 1=1, noting that X,=O at the initial condition 

and neglecting all terms in the coefficient of f ill) except the first one according to (S. 5. x) 

x," rI.: = ~ 1/IXO" (IIi -- x, i; (IIi • 

The second term on the right is negligible compared with the first one by (S.5.x), (S.6.a) and 

(S. S), inasmuch as l~ (II) >0.S6 v III), as follows from (S.9) and the relation v (II) -f (II'<I! (Ib) 

due to (1. 1), hence x,f (1.) is finite or f (Ia) is practically infinite. We have thus 
f (I,,) / f (II) --> co 

and by (7. 1. E) and IS. 1. E!-~) 

V E
, = -~If X v (II) = 2.50 V 3 . I 0 , 

or by (8. S) and (S. 6. a) 

~ 3 x2.50 
1: (IIi = --- V, = 11.72 V,. 

2 x 0.320 

(S.lO. I) 

(S. 10. II) 

The relative magnitudes of v(Ia), v (Ib), v (III and Vs are now given by (S.9) and (S.10), 

*) We see from (7.4. E) that the coefficient of f (II) there vanishes for I> 1 according to 
(S. 5. x), so that Xl" (I.) or VEl for l>l is zero in distinction from V E

, in accordance 
with the experimental result (S. 1. E). VAn for n>2 should also vanish by (7. 1. A) and 
(S. 5. z), while those for n =0,1,2 are finite, in agreement with the experimental result 
(S.1.A). 
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from which those of ~ (.~)'s are worked out as -follows. It follows from (1. 1) and (8. 10. I) 

that v(Ia)/Vr-oo or according to (1. 6. Ia), ~(Ia)IV,-~oo, hence by (1.9) 

r (C.H,) = 1. (8.11. C2H,) 

We have on the other hand~from (8.9), (8.10. II), (1. 6. h) and (1.9) 

r (H) = 0.675 • (8.ll.H) 

Substituting now v (II) and 'V (Ib) from (1.'6) into 18.9) 1 and eliminating ~ (Ib)/~ (Il) from the 

resulting equation and the equation of the third and fourth member of (1. 9), we have 

r(C2H,) (l-r(H)2) = 6.3S (r(H)r(C2H,)-r(C2H,)) 

or by (S.l1) 

r (C2H,) = 0.622 • 

The relative values of ~(s)'s are now determined by (1. 9) and (S.l1) as 

l-r(H)2 
~(Ia)/~(lb)-~oo, ~(II)/~(Ib) =r(:H)~r(C2H;) = 10.26, 

1-r(H)2 
~ (III)/~ (Ib) = T (H) r (C

2
H,) = 1.295 , 

which are summarized in (S.2). 

(S. 11. C2 Hs) 

We have from the above results according to (1. 6. III) and (8. 11) that 

v (III)/v (III) = r;0.675 x 0.622 

or that v (III) is completely negligible as compared with v (III) as preliminarily 

assumed in § 5, inasmuch as r is extremely small as inferred from (1. 8. r) 
and data given in § 1. 

§ 9. ~(s)'s Allowed for the Effect of H(al's 

All lR-'(s)'s but !fi'(Ib ) may be expressed by (2.1) according to § 5, in so far 
as their relative magnitudes are concerned; ~ (Ih ) fitted particularly to the ex
periments of ZUR STRASSEN') and of TURKEVICH et al." in § 6 and § 8 respectively 
is now formulated as a function of varying experimental condition in what 
follDws . 

\Ve presuppose as in § 5 that T.fo is constant independent of the experimental 
condition. Writing ~ (JIl) of (2.1. III) as 

In lR-' (III),: In p .. Y' _ pE_ ~*_~_(III) \'9. 1) 
. Q7, Q~ RT' 

identifving p(IlI) with a common factor P, we have 

(9.2) 

by equating ~ lIb) of (5. 1) with ~ (III) of (9.1) on the base of data gIven by 
(2. 10. E), (6.3) and (8.3. a) at Tx and pE = 1O mmHg fo:r the experimental 

condition of TURKEVICH et al"., hence 

a [To Tr := 11. 7 kcal , (9.3. T) 
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which agrees with that from (6. 4) 

aUoTx c= 13.0 kcal (9.3. S) 

appropriate to the experiment of ZUR STRASSEN') within errors expected from 
those of basic data especially of (8.2). 

Values of (9.3) lead now to a constant value Ux of U at T= Tx or of 
Ux-L/*c (III) according to (4.1. U) and (6.3); we have from (9.3. T) or (9.3. S) 
respectively 

Ux--L/*c(III) = 22.9 kcal (9 4. T) 

or 

U:y-L/*e (III) = 24.2 kcal . (9.4. S) 

It follows from the constant value of Ux on the one hand that the value 
~ (Ib)x of ~ (Ib) at Tx lies on a straight line 

_ pH Ux In ~(Ib)x-ln p -- ---
Q';. RT 

(9.5) 

on the chart of In ~fi'(s) versus 1/'1' as shown ,in Fig. 1 according to (4.1. U) 
and (5. 1) and on the other hand from the above constant value of Ux-- L/*E (III) 
that the equation of Tx, as derived from (5.1), (9.1) and (4.1. U) by equating 
~ (Ib ) to ~. (III) at T= T y ., i. e. 

T - U:y-L/*e (III) 
x- RlnQ~/P' 

(9.6) 

IS practically identical with (2. 12), which has reaso11ably :.:eplOduced ,he observed 
optimum temperatures of the catalyzed hydrogenation by different authors at 
various conditions*l. 

The above presupposition thus fits in sufficiently with the constancy of 
Ux-L/*e (III) of (9.4), verified by experiment but not conversely deduced from 
the latter practically**). We will be contented with the sufficient presupposition 
at the present stage of our experimental knowledge and formulate the function 

of ~(Ib) as 

-*) Cf. § 18 of Part I. (Ref. 1). 
**) The value of ~ (IIl)I~(Ibi given by- (8. 2) fixes Uo+aUoT in accordance with (5.1), (9.1), 

(6.3. III) and (2.10. E), where T is the temperature of experiment, whereas the constant 
value of U x= Uo +a U~Tx experimentally confirmed gives another relation between 
unknowns Uo and aUo, which may be determined in principle by solving these simul
taneous equations. But T=363°K of the experiment of TURKEVICH et al. (Ref. 9) .lies 
too close to Tx= 369'K by (9.6) to determine· Uo and /JUo with sufficient accuracy. 
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In ~(h) = InP ~_+ __ Ux~U"-_ln p
E 

-~ 
, Q';, Ux-.:1*e (III) Q~ RT 

(9. 7) 

by the condition*l that ~ (Ib)' ~ (III) and ~ (Ib)x pass through a common point. 
The above determination of ~ (It,) is equivalent to drawing a straight line of the 
inclination UolR for In ~ (h) through the intersection of straight lines of 
In ~ (Ib)x and In ~ (III) on the chart of In ~ (s) versus liT as shown in Fig. 1. 

The coefficient [a] of In PE/Q~ on the right of (9.7) is given according to 

(4.1. U) as 

aUoTx _0_'. ___ -- ____ ." ____ _ 

U'(--.:1* e (III) 

which is evaluated at [a] c=. 0.512 by (9.3. T) and (9.4. T) from the experiment 
of TURKEVICH et al." or at [a] =0.538 by (9.3. S) and (9.4. S) from that of 
ZUR STRASSEN3

). The average of these two values, i. e. 

[ ] - Ux - Uo 0 525 
a = U

x
-.:1*e (III) '--= . 

(9.8) 

IS adopted as the probable value of the coefficient, so that ~ (Ih ) IS gIven 
numerically with reference to (9. 7), (2. 10) and (6.3. Ib) as 

log ~ (Ib) = log P J:H mmHJL + 0.525 log r mml:!~L - 6210 cli! . (9.9. Ih) 
- 1.057 x 1010 3.939 X 1010 2.30 RT 

~ (II) and ~-r (III) are given similarly by (2.1. II), (9.1), (8.3. II), (6.3. III) and 
(2.10), identifying P(II) with P, as 

10 @(II):= J.-Io PH mmHg + 10 P J:>ymHg __ ~~cal (9 9 II) 
g 2 g 1.057 X 1010 g 3.939 X 1014 2.30 RT ' .. 

10 @ (III) :.::.~ 10 P r mmH~ + 10 pE mmH!l + 5000 cal 
g g 1.057 X 1010 g 3.939 X 1014 2.30 RT' 

(9.9. III) 

whereas @(Ia ) is left indeterminate, being practically infinite compared with all 
other @(s)'s as deduced from experimental results either of ZUR STRASSEN3

)1) or 
of TURKEVICH et al.'). 

It may be noted that @(Ib) depends on the partial pressure of ethylene as 
well as on pH, even if Ib is rate-determining and that (9. 7) or (9. 9. It,) is valid only 
for the case considered in § 4, when the rate is determined alternately by Ib 
and III over the range in question as is the case with the analyzed results of 

" ) We have from the condition according to (5. 1), (9. 1) and (9.5) 
"Uo Uo pE J*;:(III) Ux aUo Ux-Uo pE 
--+-- = -In -+---- = --. hence -- = ------------ In--

R RTx Q~ RTx RTx ' R Ux-J";:(III) Q~ 

by eliminating Tx, and further (9.7) in the text by (5.1). 
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ZUR STRASSEN'S*) 3) and TURKEVICH et al.'s**)9 experiments. 

~ (s)'s given by (9.9) will be applied to the explanation of experimental 
results and to the predictions of yet unobserved facts in subsequent Parts of 

this series. 

Summary 

1. A brief review was given of the theory developed in Part P), which 
led to derive the rate at the steady state of catalyzed hydrogenation in the 
presence of metallic catalysts and the rates of associated reactions, i. e. exchange 

reactions, equilibration of hydrogen, parahydrogen conversion, evolution of 
different deuterocompounds of ethylene, hydrogen and ethane semiquantitatively 
in accordance with experiments on the basis of the associative mechanism as 
respective functions of statistical-mechanical functions @(s)'s of partial pressures 
of reactants and temperature respectively relevant to the steps s's of the mecha
nism; fR (s) is the forward rate of step s multiplied by a factor a!(S'/aI(s) of 
increase of the activity of the initial complex I(s) of s from that aI(s) at the latter 
steady state to that a~(S) at equilibria of all steps but s, which was determined 
in Part I under the assumption of bare and homogeneous catalyst's surface. 

2. The cause of quantitative discrepancies between the observation and 

the theoretical conclusion derived from the fR (s)'s determined in Part I was 
discussed and attributed principally to the repulsive interaction of adsorbed 
hydrogen atoms with the critical complexes of s's, which was altogether neglected 

in Part 1. 
3. Functions ~ (s) 's were revised allowing for the effect of the adsorbed 

hydrogen atoms, by fitting them quantitatively to the experimental results of 
ZUR STRASSEN" and of TURKEVICH, SCHISSLER and IRsA9

) 
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